
 

Lecture 6

Recall

We seek to prove existence of solutions to
Kantorovich's OptimalTransport Problem
Given up EPIX solve

min Sdlxtx4 81 1 x2 pal
8 Jenn Elyot
Tim Prokhorov Given a Polish space
IX d and K EPIX
K is relativelycompact in narrow topolgy
K is tight v e so I keccxs.t.MX ke EE tut k

Sketch of proof tight relatively aptfollows from using tightness to
restrict to compact set x'cox and

using K lx E Bee for E Cla hence

relatively weak compact byBanach Alaogh Bourbaki



I flu
Bop Given a Polish space x d and MN EPA
Mail is relatively compact in the narrow

topology

In fact we can upgrade this to
compactness in the narrow topology
using

the following lemma

Lemma Given Polish spaces X dx 4dy

Minn EPIX narrowly convergingto u then for
any continuousfunction t X 74 t un narrowly

converges to tell

Pf For any
f e Cb u

Mlb X
Is off dlt un is Sfo t duntSfotd Sfdittyu x x y

Bop Given a Polish space x d and MN EPA
Amit is compact in the narrow topology



Pf It suffices to show that if One tho
converges narrowly to Je PHX
then 8 E Mur Since it it are cts
the lemma ensures wi Onna Tai y
Since H1 8m EM M2 8m EV we have
At J M and H 8 0 i.e JE Pla v

Next Isc of Kp 8
We will in fact show lower semi continuity
for a much wider class of integralfunctionals i e It 5908 for 9
Isc and bold below

To do this we will first show that
anyIsc function may

be approximated
from below by cts functions

Lemmy Suppose g
X Ruta is Isc

and bounded below Then F gIÉECblx
St Kato geldIght t x ex



Def A function g X IRU to is proper
if F x s.t glx

htt

Def Given g X
Ruto the Moreautosida

regularization is given bycommon choicesof
gift gienfglyltkda.gl

its.mg onent

Prof
i If

g is proper and bold below so is gk
Furthermore gre X V k 20

ii If in addition g is Isc then

Gk X glx Vx E X gunk min gala
iii In this case gink

e b Elfand gk x k Iga txex.IM
T this proves the above lemma

lineup yn limyn

Pf mind yntimyn
i Bydefn

cinfgegklxltglyoltkdlx.co
to

so gk is proper and bold below



To see gre x suppose xn x

On one hand fye x

lingelxnklingly kdlxnyfglyltkdlx.gl
Thus I gIEgr l
On the other hand we maychoose yn s t

glyn kdlyn xnKgKGn th then

Thus

tingly kdlyn xn

slim glyn tk lynx d xnxD

grid
Thus gre x



Ii Now we show grtltgh the X

Note that f Kafka grab egret IgG
Thus it suffices to show lingetage
W LOG In gkG

to

Choose yks.t.gl tkdlx yk Egklxltk
Then
to tingle tingle kdmiffbte

goingto zero

This yr x and by Isc of g

Fal limglykltkdlx.gr
Ight

Ciii By defn gunk Elba since

granglx txt X gill K IgG txt X



We
may

now apply
the previous

proposition to prove

Th m Portmanteau For any g
X RUED

I stand bounded below the functional
uts Sgdp is Isc wrt narrow conv in Pix



µ gdp s Isc wr narrow conv in Phx
that is

un u narrowly
IS gdunzsgd.ee

Pf By Moreau Yosida approximation
V K O

lim Sgdunzlimsgenkduntginkdm

Sending k to Fatou's lemma ensures

limits SgdanelieffSgunkdm Sga D

Combining these results we

immediately obtain

Thy Given a Polish space IX d
for any function C Xxx IRU to

that is Isc and bounded below
and u ve PIX

Katy Craig


